Representational and Diversity: The Ways in Which the Author and Characters/Speakers Regarding Text

Complexity of Task Assigned to Reading Regarding Text, Complexity of Questions Asked

Reader and Task: Motivation, Knowledge, and Experience, Purpose for Reading,

Kincaid
- ALTO'S, Flesch
- Examples: Lexile
- Computer Software
- Best determined by
  - Text cohesion
  - Text length
  - Sentence length
  - Word difficulty
  - Word frequency
  - Word length
- Measures such as:
  - Quantitative

Wisconsin State Standards Text Complexity Model

Human Reader
- Best determined by
  - Demands
  - Prior Knowledge
  - Language Clarity
  - Conventionality
  - Structure
  - Organization

Levels of Purpose
- Levels of Meaning
- Measures such as:
  - Quantitative